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“While we compete 

for time with many 

other messengers 

having many other 

messages, TMS 

leadership believes 

that the effort to 

educate members 

of Congress is 

worthy of the time, 

resources, and 

repetition.”

“All Congresses and Parliaments have a kindly feeling for idiots, and a compassion 
for them, on account of personal experience and heredity.”

—Mark Twain

 You know the stereotypes about politicians: They are portrayed as self-serving, cynical, 
patronizing, ego maniacal, ill-informed, Machiavellian, ethically challenged, partisan, sophistic, 

stereotypes is true. Yes, yes, there are some really bad eggs in the U.S. Congress. Generally, 

necessary to take effective action. No matter how brilliant, there is only so much that even the 

100,000 trade and professional societies and more than 1.2 million philanthropic organizations. 
Many of these organizations have Congressional visit days on their calendars. TMS certainly 

of varied interests to understand and with which to develop a meaningful connection. 
 While we compete for time with many other messengers having many other messages, 
TMS leadership believes that the effort to educate members of Congress is worthy of the time, 

Luncheon for Congressional members and staffers, where we will highlight opportunities and 

 When conducting our Congressional visits, TMS leaders keep the message simple, 

engineering professionals who are available to give objective and nonpartisan advice on science 

minerals, metals, and materials are. We say that investment in science and technology, especially 
STEM education, is an economic engine and job creator. We say that while we realize that 

and engineering community relies heavily on face-to-face interactions to be effective, and we 
encourage legislators to weigh this vital factor when considering legislation on travel restrictions. 

home district, like the Pennsylvania Representative with Smiley Cookies in the reception area. 
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